CURVED LIGHTED L.E.D. LICENSE PLATE FRAME

PARTS INCLUDED
1 Curved Lighted License Plate Frame Assembly
1 Dielectric Grease Pack
1 Installation Instructions

Please read and understand entire instructions before starting installation.

THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING KÜRYAKYN!

IN ORDER TO PROTECT YOU AND OTHERS FROM POSSIBLE INJURY AND/OR PROPERTY DAMAGE OR LOSS, PLEASE PAY CLOSE ATTENTION TO ALL INSTRUCTIONS, WARNINGS, CAUTIONS AND ATTENTION NOTES REGARDING THE USE AND CARE OF THIS PRODUCT.

ATTENTION! This indication alerts you to the fact that ignoring the contents described herein may negatively affect product performance and functionality.

TOOLS SUGGESTED
Set of Hex Wrenches, Set of Combination Wrenches

STRICTLY OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING GUIDELINES IN ORDER TO USE THE PRODUCT PROPERLY AND AVOID POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS ACCIDENTS.

STEP 1
Read and understand all steps in the instructions before starting the installation. Park the motorcycle on a hard, level surface and turn off the ignition.

NOTE: Installation of Kuryakyn P/N 3144 requires the separate purchase and installation of Kuryakyn P/N 3146, Mounting Back Plate for CVO FLTRSE and FHLXSE.

ATTENTION! Küryakyn recommends the use of dielectric grease on electrical connections.

STEP 2
Route the wire harnesses from the Curved L.E.D. Plate Frame through the opening in the Back Plate. Loosely assemble the Curved L.E.D. Plate Frame to the back plate using the Nut Plates and Flat Socket Cap Screws from the Back Plate Kit. Place the Rubber Gasket from the Back Plate Kit onto the back of the Back Plate. PIC 1

ATTENTION! Küryakyn recommends the use of dielectric grease on electrical connections.

- cont. -
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STEP 3  Route the two pin connector through the wiring hole in the fender that the OEM wires were removed through.

STEP 4  Cut a slit through the Rubber Grommet supplied with the Back Plate Kit, wrap it around the wire harness and work it into the hole in the fender so the fender fits in the groove around the outside of the Grommet. PIC 3 (Tri Light Frame P/N 3145, shown in this picture. The Curved Frame, P/N 3144, has one wire harness.)

STEP 5  Make sure the Rubber Gasket stays seated against the Back Plate and using the Button Socket Cap Screws and Washers supplied with the Back Plate Kit, attach the Back Plate and Frame to the rear fender. PIC 4 Tighten securely.

STEP 6  Plug the two pin connector into the OEM location. PIC 2 Use the provided dielectric grease on this connection. Replace the cover back over the connectors by inserting the tab on the bottom of the cover into the slot in the inner fender mounting plate and fastening the top of the cover, over the stud on the inner mounting plate, with the OEM nut. Tighten Securely.

STEP 7  Remove the Curved L.E.D. Plate Frame from the Back Plate. It may be a good idea to use some masking tape on the fender to protect it from scratches. PIC 5 (Tri Light Frame shown in this picture)

NOTE: Some modification may be required on some motorcycle license plates for correct fitment/alignment in frame and for wire harness clearance behind the plate. The top edge of the license plate will need to be notched to allow clearance for the L.E.D. Light harness.

STEP 8  Gently mold your license plate to the same bend as the back plate. Using the Nut Plates and Flat Socket Cap Screws install the license plate frame and license plate to the Back Plate. Tighten securely.

STEP 9  Turn the ignition on and test to make sure that the light functions correctly.

ATTENTION! It is the installer’s responsibility to ensure that all of the fasteners (including pre-assembled) are tightened before operation of the motorcycle. Küryakyn will not issue a warranty on components lost due to improper installation. Periodic maintenance may be required.

Ride On!